We calculate the heavy-light meson decay constant using lattice NRQCD action for the heavy quark and Wilson quark action for the light quark over a wide range in the heavy quark mass. Simulations are carried out on a 16 3 × 32 lattice with 120 quenched gauge configurations generated with the plaquette action at β = 5.8. For the heavy quark part of the calculation, two sets of lattice NRQCD action and current operator are employed. The first set includes terms up to O(1/m Q ) both in the action and the current operator, and the second set up to O(1/m 2 Q ), where m Q is the bare mass of the heavy quark. Tree-level values with tadpole improvement are employed for the coefficients in the expansion. We compare the results obtained from the two sets in detail and find that the truncation error of higher order relativistic corrections for the decay constant are adequately small around the mass of the b quark. We also calculate the 1S hyperfine splitting of B meson, M Bs − M B and f Bs /f B with both sets and find that the 1/m 2 Q corrections are negligible. Remaining systematic errors and the limitation of NRQCD theory are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of hadrons including a heavy quark, particularly b quark, provide us with crucial information for constraining the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix of the Standard Model, which still have large uncertainties in spite of much effort with various approaches. For the combination |V * tb V td | the current value is 0.009 ± 0.003 [1] . The large error mainly arises from uncertainties in the decay constant f B and the bag parameter B B of B meson, which are needed to relate the experimentally measured B 0 −B 0 transition rates with |V * tb V td |. It is, therefore, very important for the verification of the Standard Model to determine these B meson matrix elements with higher accuracy.
The lattice technique enables us to carry out this task from the first principle of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In this paper we concentrate on the decay constant and study various uncertainties in the calculation, which is also instructive for the calculation of the bag parameter. Extensive effort has been devoted to a lattice QCD determination of f B in the past [2] . We are now at the second stage where the accuracy has become the main issue. The largest obstacle for obtaining a reliable prediction is the large value of the b quark mass. A naive application of the Wilson or O(a)-improved fermion action for the b quark causes a systematic error of O(am b ) in B meson quantities where m b is the b quark mass and a the lattice spacing. Since am b exceeds unity for lattice parameters currently accessible in numerical simulations, the error is expected to be large, rendering an extrapolation to the continuum limit unreliable.
Non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [3] is designed to remove the mass scale m Q of the heavy quark from the theory and there are no O(am Q ) systematic errors in this approach. Since NRQCD is organized as a systematic 1/m Q expansion of the full relativistic QCD, relativistic errors in NRQCD are induced only by the truncation of the 1/m Q expansion. It is, therefore, possible to improve the approximation and to estimate the remaining uncertainty in a systematic way based on the 1/m Q expansion.
Exploratory studies of the decay constant with lattice NRQCD were made by Davies et al. [4] and Hashimoto [5] , where only a part of 1/m Q terms was included. A study with lattice NRQCD action fully including effects of the 1/m Q terms was carried out in Ref. [6] . It was concluded that the magnitude of O(1/m Q ) correction is significantly larger than the naive expectation ∼ O(Λ QCD /M P ), where M P is a pseudo-scalar meson mass, and therefore it was necessary to investigate the next order term in NRQCD.
The goal of the present work is to estimate the magnitude of higher order O(1/m 2 Q ) effects on the B meson decay constant. For this purpose we compare simulation results of the two sets of the lattice NRQCD action and the operator: the first set includes terms up to O(1/m Q ) consistently and the second set takes into account the entire correction up to O(1/m 2 Q ). Tree-level values with tadpole improvement are employed for the coefficients of the correction terms. We find that the contributions of second order in 1/m Q to the decay constants is adequately small around the b quark. In order to check the generality of the above statement, the 1S hyperfine splitting of B meson, M Bs − M B and f Bs /f B are also investigated and similar results are obtained. Examination of systematic uncertainties other than the relativistic correction, such as discretization error, quenched approximation and the one-loop renormalization parameters, are not considered in detail in this work, leaving them for future studies. A preliminary report of an investigation of O(1/m 2 Q ) corrections similar to our work has been reported in Ref. [7] . This paper is organized as follows. In section II we introduce the action and the current operators used in our calculation of the decay constants. Simulation details such as parameter values and methods are given in Section III, followed by presentation of results for the decay constant and related quantities. In section IV implications of the results and other systematic errors are discussed. Our conclusions are given in section V.
II. LATTICE NRQCD NRQCD action at the tree level is obtained from a relativistic action by FoldyWouthuysen-Tani(FWT) transformation,
where h is a 4-component spinor of the heavy quark field and Q and χ are 2-component fields in the NRQCD theory. The NRQCD action is represented by the following 1/m Q expansion,
where the mass term is discarded since it only amounts to a constant shift in the total meson energy and does not affect the dynamics of the system. Lattice NRQCD action is a discretized version of the continuum action Wick-rotated to the Euclidean formalism. The discretization procedure is not unique, and we choose a form which leads to the following evolution equation for the heavy quark propagator:
Here x = (t, x), n is the stabilizing parameter [3] . Our discretization procedure is almost same as
which was used in [7] . These two discretization procedures are the best choices from the view of the control on the discretization error in the temporal derivative. H 0 and δH are defined as follows:
The symbols △ and △ (2) denote the symmetric lattice differentiation in spatial directions and Laplacian, respectively, and
i ) 2 . The field strengths B and E are generated from the standard clover-leaf operator.
The coefficients c i in (6) should be determined by perturbatively matching the action to that in relativistic QCD. In the present work we adopt the tree-level value c i = 1 for all i and apply the tadpole improvement [8] to all link variables in the evolution equation by rescaling the link variables as U µ → U µ /u 0 . The value of u 0 is given in Section III A.
The original 4-component heavy quark spinor h is decomposed into two 2-component spinors Q and χ after FWT transformation,
where R is an inverse FWT transformation matrix which has 4 × 4 spin and 3 × 3 color indices. After discretization, R at the tree level is written as follows:
where
The tadpole improvement [8] is also applied for these operators in our simulations. As mentioned in the Introduction, we define two sets of action and FWT transformation {δH,R} as follows:
where δH 1 = δH (1) and 
III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. Parameters
Our numerical simulation is carried out with 120 quenched configurations on a 16 3 × 32 lattice at β = 5.8. Each configuration is separated by 2, 000 pseudo-heat bath sweeps after 20, 000 sweeps for thermalization and fixed to Coulomb gauge. For the tadpole factor we employ u 0 = P plaq 1/4 with P plaq the average plaquette, which takes the value u 0 = 0.867994(13) measured during our configuration generation.
For the light quark we use the Wilson quark action with κ=0.1570, 0.1585 and 0.1600, imposing the periodic and Dirichlet boundary condition for spatial and temporal directions, respectively. The chiral limit is reached at κ c = 0.16346(7) and the inverse lattice spacing determined from the rho meson mass equals a −1 = 1.714(63) GeV. The hopping parameter κ s corresponding to the strange quark is determined in two ways from m φ /m ρ and m K /m ρ , which yields κ s = 0.15922(39) and 0.16016(23), respectively. In our analysis we take κ s = 0.1600 for simplicity, except in the final results where the error arising from the uncertainty in κ s is taken into account. We use the factor 1 − 3κ 4κc
as the field normalization for light quark [9] .
For the heavy quark part of calculations, two sets of lattice NRQCD action and current operator are employed as described in Section II. For the heavy quark mass and the stabilizing parameter, we use (am Q , n)=(5.0,2), (2.6,2), (2.1,3), (1.5,3), (1.2,3) and (0.9,4), which cover a mass range between 2m b and m c .
All of our errors are estimated by a single elimination jack-knife procedure.
B. Method
In the continuum the pseudo-scalar and vector meson decay constants are defined by
The lattice counterpart is calculated in the following way. Let us define an interpolating field operator for heavy-light meson from a light anti-quark and a heavy quark field by
where Γ X is the gamma matrix specifying the quantum number of the meson. The subscript X labels the pseudo-scalar meson (P ) or the vector meson (V ), φ is a source function and the superscript 'src' denotes the choice of smearing, i.e., 'L'(local) or 'S'(smeared), according to
where a and b are fixed by a fit to the Coulomb gauge wave function measured in the simulation. We next define the local axial-vector and vector currents J X :
with
The inverse FWT transformation R (i) s are explicitly written in eq. (15)-(19). To extract the decay constant of heavy-light mesons, we calculate the following two point functions:
We show the effective mass plot of pseudo-scalar meson at am Q = 2.6 and κ = 0.1585 with local C L O P (t) and smeared source C S O P (t) for the set II in Fig.1 . We observe that the effective mass for the smeared source is very stable from early time slices. From inspection of effective mass plots such as Fig.1 , we conclude that the ground state of pseudo-scalar meson is sufficiently isolated in the range [t min , t max ] = [17, 22] for both correlators, and we adopt this range as our fitting interval.
Similar plots for C S(i) J P (t) (i=2,3,4,5) with the same parameters are shown in Fig.2 . We find that the different operators give a consistent value for the ground state energy. Effective mass plots for other values of am Q and κ exhibit similar features.
In order to extract the binding energy and amplitude, we fit the correlation functions to the following forms:
As is expected from Fig.1 is shown in Fig.3 and the extrapolated values are given in the last column of Table I . From Fig.3 we find that the slope become a little milder for larger am Q . We also show the 1/(am Q ) dependence of binding energy for pseudo-scalar meson at κ = κ c in Fig.4 .
The lattice value of the meson decay constant is obtained in terms of the amplitudes defined above as follows:
where δf
latt are defined for convenience of discussions below. The renormalization constant Z Xij representing mixing effects between different operators are generally needed to relate the current operator on the lattice to that in the continuum. A perturbative calculation for our definition of the NRQCD action has not yet been finished, and we treat Z Xij as a unit matrix in the present article. We should remark that the NRQCD Collaboration has recently completed such a calculation [10] . Their choice of action, however, is slightly different from ours, and the results are not applicable for our analysis. Thus our results are stated without the one-loop Z-factor, but incorporating the mean field improvement.
C. Analysis of results
The numerical results of (f P √ M P ) latt for all κ and κ c are tabulated in Table II and its chiral extrapolation is shown in Fig.5 . We find from this figure that the linear extrapolation is very smooth. In contrast to the binding energy, the slope tends to increase as the heavy quark mass becomes larger. Fig. 6 shows the 1/(aM P ) dependence of (f P √ M P ) latt at κ = κ c for the set I (open symbols) and II (filled symbols), where aM P is the pseudo-scalar meson mass in lattice units calculated as described below. Shaded bands represent the mass region corresponding to the B and D meson. They are estimated from the value of a −1 determined from the ρ meson mass and a string tension(∼ 1.3GeV) at β = 5.8. Solid curves are results of a fit with a quadratic function in 1/(aM P ) given by
The values of the fitted parameters are tabulated in Table III . We observe that (f P √ M P ) ∞ and a 1 are consistent between the set I and II within the statistical error, while a 2 is different as expected. The meson mass is given by
where Z m and E 0 are the mass renormalization factor and the energy shift, respectively. Since perturbative results for these quantities are not fully available for our NRQCD action, we set aM P = am Q + E S O P in this work. For the action I, for which our one-loop results are available, the one-loop correction is very small (∼ 5%) and we expect that effects for the final prediction for f B is not significant.
It may appear at first sight that there are no large difference over almost all of the region of aM P between the results from set I (open circles) and those from set II (solid circles) in Fig.6 . In order to investigate the differences further, we decompose the results into contribution of each operator δf (i) P . Fig. 7 shows the leading contribution δf Table IV . In summary, O(1/m 2 Q ) correction in the action tends to raise (f P √ M P ) latt while the one in the current lower. After all we find a remarkable fact that the small difference in Fig.6 results from a cancellation between the correction from the action and that from operators, and between different operators.
In order to quantify the magnitude of O(1/m 2 Q ) corrections, we define the following quantity,
where I and II corresponds to the set I and II. We show △f in Fig.9 . We see that the O(1/m We have seen that (f P √ M P ) latt does not change much with inclusion of O(1/m 2 Q ) terms. Since this is due to a cancellation among the O(1/m 2 Q ) contributions whose origin is not apparent, the smallness does not necessarily mean that higher order corrections of the 1/m Q expansion are negligible. To examine this point, we define the following quantity: For completeness, we also show the result of the vector meson decay constant (f V √ M V ) latt , and the spin average and the ratio of pseudo-scalar and vector decay constants.
The numerical results for the vector meson decay constant are tabulated in Table V . The results for (f V √ M V ) latt show only small difference between the set I and II as in the pseudo-scalar case. Making a decomposition into current components as before, we find that there are cancellations among δf
V as in the pseudo-scalar, though to a lesser extent. The numerical data for the spin averaged decay constant (f
can be found in Tab.VI. The behavior of (f √ M ) latt AV as a function of aM AV is shown in Fig.11 where aM AV ≡ (aM P + 3aM V )/4. Fig. 12 shows (f P /f V ) latt (circles) and (f P /f V ) (1) (diamonds) with set I(open symbols) and set II(solid symbols). For the numerical data, see Tab.VII.
D. Other quantities
In order to find how large the O(1/m 2 Q ) corrections are in other quantities, we compare 1S hyperfine splitting, M P S − M P and f P S /f P obtained with the set I and II. Renormalization effects are expected to be negligible for these quantities since the light quark mass dependence of the renormalization constant is very small around the chiral limit. = 99.2MeV). Our results are consistent with this expectation including the trend that the mass difference increases for smaller heavy quark mass, albeit errors are large. Finally we show f Ps /f P in Fig.15 calculated from the jackknife samples of the following ratio:
The ratio f Bs /f B has phenomenological importance since it is necessary to extract the Standard Model parameter |V ts | which is up to now only poorly determined. One can see in Fig.13-15 that there is no significant difference between the results from the two sets of simulations over almost all mass region up to the D meson. Numerical results are tabulated in Table VIII . With a −1 from ρ meson mass, we find M P (am Q = 2.6) ∼ 5.3GeV which is close to the experimental value of M B . We therefore consider am b = 2.6 to be the physical point for the b quark and convert the numerical results above from the set II into physical units. We obtain
where 'strange' means the error arising from the ambiguity in κ s using m φ /m ρ or m η /m ρ . The hyper fine splitting is much smaller than the experimental value of 46 MeV. It is known that this quantity is very sensitive to O(a) error and quenching effects. Other quantities are in reasonable agreement with experiment and results of previous lattice studies.
IV. f B TO O(1/m 2 Q ) AND REMAINING SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Our investigation shows that relativistic corrections of order 1/m 2 Q is small in the region of B meson, and that higher order corrections are likely to be bound within a 5% level. One of the remaining source of systematic uncertainties is a discretization error of form O((aΛ QCD ) n ). The leading error of this form existing in our calculation is O(aΛ QCD ) which appears from the Wilson fermion action since the gauge and NRQCD action have no O(a) term. The characteristic size of O(aΛ QCD ) at β=5.8 is 20-30%. This error can be reduced to the level of 5% by the use of O(a)-improved Wilson actions. Alternatively, one may carry out simulations at a larger value of β in order to reduce the O(aΛ QCD ) error within the Wilson action for light quark. However, care must be taken in this alternative because of the problem of divergence of one-loop coefficient for m Q ≤ 0.6-0.8 [11] . Such a situation can arise when the heavy quark mass parameter in lattice units becomes small, which will be encountered in simulations at large β. These limitations in the values of β and 1/m Q should be kept in mind in simulations with lattice NRQCD.
Another source of systematic errors is the deviation of the expansion parameters of the NRQCD action and renormalization constants of currents from their tree-level values. Perturbative corrections in these quantities are not negligible in general, amounting to ∼ 20% at one-loop order. The renormalization factor of the axial-vector current in the static limit is known to be particularly large, and 1/m Q corrections could also be important. We expect, however, that after including the one-loop correction the systematic error of this origin will be reduced to O(α corrections unless an accuracy of better than 5% is sought for. Our examination of other physical quantities in the same respect also provides encouraging support to this statement. We have thus shown using our highly improved lattice NRQCD that the relativistic error, which has been one of the largest uncertainty in lattice calculations of the B meson decay constant, is well under control.
Our results still have several sources of large systematic errors. In order to obtain f B with a higher precision, we need to reduce (i) the O(a) error by using an O(a) improved Wilson fermion action for the light quark, (ii) the O(α s ) and O(aα s ) errors with the fully one-loop corrected perturbative renormalization coefficients for both the action and the operator, and (iii) the scale setting and quenching error by doing simulations with full QCD configurations. The problems (i) and (ii) are currently under study, and we are planning to pursue (iii) soon. When these improvements are all in place, we expect to achieve a lattice NRQCD determination of f B with the accuracy of less than 10%. (10) 0.323 (7) 0.301 (7) 0.277 (8) 0.227 (9) 2.1 0.310(6) 0.289 (7) 0.266 (7) 0.219 (8) 0.298 ( (2) 1.5 0.220 (7) 0.207 (6) 1.24 (12) 0.234 (7) 0.207 (7) 1.20 (13 
